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 Figure 1. Surveyed locations in Miyagi and Fukushima prefectures after the 2011 Tohoku tsunami 
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Figure 7. Overturning failure: a) Overturned re-curved wave wall at Kitakami and b) Physical 
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Figure 8. Parapet wall failure: a) Parapet wall failure in a sea dike at soma city and b) Physical 
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Figure 9. Breakwater failure: a) Offshore breakwater failure at Watari (North), b) Offshore breakwater 
failure at Ishinomaki (East), c) and d) Offshore breakwaters at Ishinomaki before and after 2011 
Tohoku tsunami (Image Source: Google Earth).  
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Figure 13. (a) Typical coastal dike with wave wall (Laboratory scale) found in Miyagi and Fukushima 










Figure 14. Time variation of overflowing wave pressure around a typical coastal dike with wave wall 










Figure 15. Time variation of overflowing pressures around an improved coastal dike section with artificial 
























Figure 16. Time variation of velocities around a typical coastal dike with wave wall (Laboratory 









Figure 17. Time variation of velocities around an improved coastal dike section with artificial armour 
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Figure 19. Mitigation measures for the crown armour failure: a) Newly constructed crown in sea dike 
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